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Changes and bug fixes 

 All forms are now available to select when clearing submissions which include a joint 
submission. 

 The system is now accepting the new 5-digit prefix for DOIs. 

 A new validation rule has been added for output types D, E, S, G and U. These output 
types must have a PDF uploaded before submitting (unless the REF team has directly 
sourced the type D or E output). 

 Staff member’s outputs are now sorted by output number. 

 Users are now able to enter international characters in surname field of REF1a. 

 The report ‘journal articles REF have been unable to retrieve’ has been modified to 
indicate within the report whether the ‘exclude outputs already uploaded’ box has 
been ticked. 

 An imported output record was previously ignoring the ‘isNonEnglishOutput’ value in 
the import file, meaning that the value was always set to FALSE.  This has been 
corrected so the value in the import file is now stored correctly in the output record. 

 An incorrect error message was appearing during bulk validation for staff members 
returned with fewer than four outputs and no individual staff circumstances. 

 The REF1a report was not available to select for users with reduced read 
permissions. This has now been corrected so that reduced read users can see the 
fields they have access to within REF1a in the report. 

 When a minus sign followed by an eight digit number was entered in REF4b, the final 
digit was removed due to a character limit of eight for that field. The character limit 
has been set to nine, to allow the use of a minus sign if required. 

 A maximum of 200 characters for an output title are now displayed when viewing 
REF2. 

 The report for ‘staff with fewer than 4 outputs’ had been including excluded outputs 
in the output count, so that some staff were incorrectly missed from this report. This 
has now been corrected. 

 Presentation of the ‘outputs without PDF files attached’ report has been improved. 

 Alternative REF3a, REF3b and REF5 templates have been added to the submission 
system. 

 The report which generates labels for physical outputs to be deposited to the REF 
warehouse now shows the UKPRN and name of the lead institution for joint 
submissions. 

 Output identifiers are now included in the ‘staff details and research outputs’ report. 

 Output types G, S and U have been removed from the ‘outputs to be provided to the 
warehouse’ report. 

 Reserve outputs are now included in the ‘staff details and research outputs’ report. 

 The report ‘Journal articles REF have been unable to retrieve’ now includes outputs 
of type D and E which have not had a DOI entered. 


